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to the justice of God. And, fifthly, that thus an actual
ciliation has been made between them and God.1

2 THEORY EXAMINED. Each of the points mentioned above
will need explanation and amplification, as well as proof, that its
precise meaning may be clearly ascertained. We will take them
up separately :

11) Thefirst point to be proved is that the death of Christ
real atonement. By this is meant that the death of Christ
not merely a moral example, as say the Socinians ; that it was

exhibition of God’s determination to maintain his
government for the benefit of his creatures, according to the
Governmental hypothesis ; that it was not merely a manifestation
of God's abhorrence of sin by which man could be led to peni¬
tence, as held by the New Theology; that it was not merely an
arrangement set forth in the universe as the means of lowering
the demands of the law, as say the Arminians ; but that it
sacrifice for sin, the great antitype of the Mosaic sacrifices, by
which guilt and condemnation is taken away from those for whom
he made it, and by which they are made at-one with God. The
proof that this was the nature of Christ’s act, is :

a. That this is the generally received notion of sacrifice in all
nations.

b. That the earliest record of sacrifice, in the history of Cain
and Abel, points to the idea that God had appointed a mode of
expiation for guilt. The sacrifice of Abel was in one sense no
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1 Those who believe in a general atonement of any kind will object to this theory
as thus stated, because it seems to ignore those passages of Scripture which teach
certain universal bearings of the atonement. The author says, indeed, that such pas¬
sages will he noticed in considering the “ Extent of the Atonement.” But the ques¬
tion arises, “ Why should not these passages be given their full weight in a statement

of the doctrine?” It is felt that the constant tendency with strong Calvinists is to

lay the emphasis too much on the limitations. The Scriptures lay emphasis not only
the limitations according to election, but also on the provisionsfor the whole world.

The reviser sympathizes with the idea that the atonement is both special and general.
The passage, ‘‘the Saviour of all men, specially of them that believe,” expresses the
idea whether we may use it as a proof text or not. Feeling this, he has at several
points in this chapter taken apparent issue with the author. The only point of real

issue, however, is as to the emphasis that should be given to the passages which seem
to teach a general atonement. The author recognizes these passages. lie makes,

the last page of this chapter, a summing up of the doctrine which is practically
unobjectionable to one who believes in a general atonement. The reviser only feels

that these facts as to the universal bearings of the atonement ought to be given their

full weight alongside of the passages which show that the atonement was limited.

He can but wish that a sixth point had been added to the five mentioned above,

namely, that “ a way was opened whereby all might be saved.” The statements made

by the author on the last page of the chapter seem to make ample room for such a

sixth point.
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